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A Scarecrow Warrior God walks into a bar...and proceeds to drag a modern American city into a

ten-thousand-year-old grudge-match! A bizarre new adventure Ã¢â‚¬â€• complete with boozehound

shamans, monster queens, and a football-fetching hydra! Collects Rumble #1-5.  Featuring an

extended sketchbook section and a few surprises!
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Rumble is fun, and it's dialogue is crisp and fairly fresh. It is absurd but yet consistent with itself.

One is surprised by the amount of interest one can work up Bobby, Del and Rathra. Harren's art is

highly stylized and livingly. It fits the setting, and while a little bit tamer than someone like Sam

Keith, Harren definitely seems to be having that level of fun with this project. The characters

definitely need to be fleshed out more, but the world creaks like its lived in. A good read

Great monster massacre stuff, funny and fast paced. Graphic violence only if you are scared off by

the image of something like Ren and Stimpy getting disemboweled, because that's about the style

we are talking about here. Colorful and easy to get into.

This work fully realizes the comic book format - buy it if you're a fan of graphic story telling. Let's all

hope there's a volume four someday.



This was a very enjoyable graphic novel. I honestly wasn't quite sure what to expect when I got this

tp. First the art is a bit cartoony but very enjoyable. The characters are also really cool I especially

liked the the designs for the monsters there is indeed a hydra and a scarecrow war god also of note

is a shaman like character, an evil queen and a badass fire demon. At first I wasn't sure about the

story just because it doesn't really explain what's going on right away so it was a bit harder to follow

on my first read through but I have since read through several times and I am eager for volume 2

i don't quite know what i was expecting when i picked this up. not this. i absolutely love the design

and the color schemes. the characters are appropriately goofy without weighing down the

atmosphere. there's a myriad of fascinating tertiary characters i can't wait to learn more about, and

the pacing is dead on. i love this comic. i can't wait to find out what happens next.

Excellent comic. Fast shipping. I enjoyed this comic so much.

This story is action packed start to finish. Immediately ordered the next two volumes before even

finishing this one. This story is awesome.

The art style was very cool and I like the story so far! I'll be picking up Vol 2 to continue the

adventure.
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